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NOTE: This book has also been published in print form under the title, "The Thoughtful Guide

to Sufism", which we have not published as an eBook.Sufism is the heart of Islam. This

introduction to Sufism describes its origins and practices, its historical background and its

spread throughout the world. The Elements of Sufism explains:- Where Sufism originated- The

relationship between Islam and Sufism- What it means to be a Sufi- The relevance of Sufism in

modern lifeABOUT SHAYKH FADHLALLA HAERIAcknowledged as a master of self-knowledge

and a spiritual philosopher, Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri’s role as a teacher grew naturally out of his

own quest for self-fulfillment.He travelled extensively on a spiritual quest which led to his

eventual rediscovery of the pure and original Islamic heritage of his birth, and the discovery of

the truth that reconciles the past with the present, the East with the West, the worldly with the

spiritual – a link between the ancient wisdom teachings and our present time.A descendant of

five generations of well-known and revered spiritual leaders, Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri has taught

students throughout the world for over 30 years. A prolific author of more than thirty books

relating to the universal principles of Islam, the Qur’an, and its core purpose of enlightenment,

he is a gifted exponent of how the self relates to the soul, humankind’s link with the Divine, and

how consciousness can be groomed to reflect our higher nature.The unifying scope of his

perspective emphasizes practical, actionable knowledge that leads to self-transformation, and

provides a natural bridge between seemingly different Eastern and Western approaches to

spirituality, as well as offering a common ground of higher knowledge for various religions,

sects and secular outlooks.Zahra Publications’ other eBooks are listed at http://

www.zahrapublications.pub.

About the AuthorShaykh Fadhlalla Haeri is a spiritual philosopher and writer whose role as a

teacher grew naturally out of his own quest for self-fulfilment. Since childhood he has been

attracted to scientific investigation and intellectual pursuit. He was born in Karbala, Iraq, and is

a descendant of several generations of well-known and revered spiritual leaders. After a stint in

industry and consulting, he embarked on teaching, writing and meditating. His awareness of

global realpolitik compelled him to seek a truth that would reconcile the past with the present,

the East and West. His discovery affirms that One Cosmic Reality is the source behind all

known and unknown states. Shaykh Haeri's unifying perspective emphasises practical,

actionable knowledge of self-transformation. It provides a natural bridge between different

approaches to spirituality, offering common ground of higher knowledge for various religions,

sects and secular outlooks. His main work has been to make traditional Islamic teachings more

comprehensible and widely available to the modern seeker through courses and publications.

Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri is currently engaged in lecturing and writing books and commentaries

on the Holy Qur'an and related subjects, with particular emphasis on ethics, self-development

and gnosis ('irfan). With a lifetime's experience of contemplation, research, and insights, he

shares what it means to live in the light of the Absolute in a relative world and maintains that

spiritual awakening is potentially available to all. For more information about the author, please

visit www.sfhfoundation.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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ABBAS Bilgrami, “Brilliant Read. A brilliant book. Worth the read.”

Steven H Propp, “AN INTERESTING INTRODUCTION TO SUFISM. At the time this book was

published in 1990, Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri was "a writer-philosopher ... (who) was raised in a

family of several generations of well-known spiritual leaders in the Holy City of Kerbala, in Iraq.

(He) was educated in Europe and America in the field of science an technology... His books

and writings make original Islam available to the Western reader with an emphasis on its

gnostic teachings."He wrote in the Introduction, "In this work, we attempt to present an

overview of the meaning of Sufism. We describe its origins and practices, and the historical

background out of which Sufism, as it is known today, arose in the East and then spread

throughout the rest of the world. We also attempt to show that the Sufis are the upholders of

the real message of Islam. Sufism only arises when abuse of Islam is rampant. Otherwise,

Sufism and real Islam are one and the same."Here are some additional quotations from the

book:"The reason that the majority of current studies on Sufism are of little use in a practical

sense is because of the nature of inner awakening itself, which is the core of Sufism." (Pg.

iii)"The term Sufism ... has become over the ages very popularly used, and often with a wide

range of meanings... Whatever its origin, the term Sufism has come to mean those who are

interested in inner knowledge, those who are interested in finding a way or practice towards

inner awakening and enlightenment." (Pg. 1-2)"It is important to note that this term (Sufism)

was hardly ever used in the first two centuries of Islam. Many critics of the Sufis, or their

enemies, remind us that this term was never heard of during the lifetime of the Prophet

Muhammad, or of the people who came after him..." (Pg. 2)"Sufism is an art of beingness

through the attainment of divine knowledge. It is not an intellectual exercise for scholarly

investigations and postgratuate studies." (Pg. 27)"How can you evaluate something which you

have not experienced? Intellectual discussion about Sufism cannot lead to inner awakening

and enlightenment, because Sufism is a feast which can only be consumed." (Pg. 43)"The

outer Islamic Law... is the complete and final law of God revealed to the blessed Prophet

Muhammad... Inner development, which is the aim of Sufism, is not possible without exoteric

Islam." (Pg. 48)"So witnessing is the first step towards self-knowledge. As regards self-

knowledge, it is said that he who knows himself knows his Lord." (Pg. 69)”

farkhanda, “Five Stars. Fantastic read for keen readers”

The book by Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided

feedback.
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